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INVESTIGATION OF A HIGH-PRESSURE-RkI’10EIGHT-STAGE AXIAL-FLOW

RESEARCH COMPRESSOR WITH TWO TRANSONIC INLET STAGES

I - AERODYNAMIC DESIGN

By Charles H. Voit

ST..TMWRY

An eight-stage high-pressure-ratio axial-flow compressor was de-
signed for use as a research unit in which the problems associated with
design and off-design performance of transonic stages conibinedwith high-
ly loaded subsonic stages could be studied. This compressor consisted
of two transonic inlet stages and six subsonic stages designed to pro-
duce an over-all total-pressure ratio of 10.26 with a mass flow of 29.8
pounds per square feet of rotor frontal area at a tip speed of 1168 feet
per second. The transonic inlet stage was designed tithout guide vanes
for an axial inlet and a maximum relative Mach numiberof 1.20. The sfi-
sonic stages were designed for somewhat higher loading limits in the
middle stages than in the latter stages. The tip diameter of the compres-
sor was 20 inches and the inlet hub-tip ratio at the entrance to the
first rotor was 0.48.

This report discusses the design procedure and presents the experi-
mentally determined over-all performance of this compressor.

INTRODUCTION

Compactness and reduced weight of axial-flow compressors for gas-
turbine power plants in aircraft application can best be achieved by:
(1) decreasing the compressor length by reducing the nuuiberof stages
required to produce the desired pressure ratio; and (2) decreasing the
compressor diameter by increasing the mass flow per unit frontal srea
while, at the same time, maintaining high efficiencies. Two-dimensional
high-speed cascade data (ref. 1) and single-stage rotor tests (refs. 2
and 3) indicate that higher stage pressure ratios than those currently
being used sxe obtainable with the use of high blade loading and high
m.ibsonicMach numbers while maintaining good efficiencies.

-.,
.

The compressor of reference 4 was built and tested in order to in-
n vestigate the possibility of staging highly loaded stages and to study
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the problems associated with highly loaded multistage compressors. This
compressor showed that it is possible to inc~ease the stage pressure
ratios above those currently being used whilg_maintaining good mass flow
per unit frontal area and acceptable efficiencies (ref. 5). The compres-
sor of reference 4 was desl~ed for an average stage pressure ratio of
1.205 and a weight flow of 26.4 pounds per ujQt frontal area. Although
this is a comparable weight flow and a higher stage loading wan mo9t _.
current commercial deai~s, it is conservative compered with the obtain-
able values as indicated by tialysis d cascade and single-stage data.

In order to investigate the problems associated with even higher
stage pressure ratio~ and high over-all pres@re ratios, a completely
subsonic multistage compressor design was made, on the basis of the analy-
sis of reference 6j--toproduce an over-al pressure ratio of 10.3 in nine
stages, an average stage pressure ratio of 1,.296,with an equivalent
weight flow of 26.5 pounds per square foot of frontal area. .Shortly
after this design was completed and its fabrication started, the per-
formance of a single-stage transonic research compressor was determined
(ref. 7). This transonic stage utilized high rotor-tip relative Mach
numbers, of the order of 1.1, which permitted high stage pressure ratios
and high weight flows and gave good efficiencies and a wide efficient
operating range.

In order to take advantage of the desirable characteristics indi-
cated for the transonic stage, and because it was believed that the sti-
sonic inlet design might have poor off-design characteristicsbecause of
the high guide-vane turning required and consequently the high rotor-tip
static-pressure rise, the first two stages were redesigned to transonic
stages. An attempt was made to replace only..thefirst subsonic stage
with a transonic stage. However, in order to reduce the supersonic Mach
nuuiberentering the first rotor tip to a subsonic value of 0.80 entering
the second stage, a first-stage stator having a reversal of twist be- ___
tween hub and tip would be required. This reversal was believed to be
undesirable and, hence, the first two stages were redesigned. The re-
suiting nine-stage transonic inlet compressor_design gave an over-all
pressure ratio of 13.5. Because such a high pressure ratio might be
beyond the practical limit in a single-spool compressor, only the first
eight stages, which had an over-all pressure:ratio of 10.26, were built.
However, the mechanical design is such that the ninth stage canbe added
later if desired. ,-

The Mach number and stage loading limitswere increased above those
employed in the design of the compressor of ~eferqnce 4 to values which
were believed to be-near the practical limit,. The high stage pressure .
ratios were obtained by using high rotative speeds with moderate turning
angles. The resulting compressor design, which is discussed herein, was
made in order to study the design and off-design performance problems of
a multistage compressor with high mass flow,.high stage pressure ratio,.
and high over-all pressure ratio. This compressor design, therefore,
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P provides a resesrch unit in which to study not only the effect of high
blade loading and high over-aU pressure ratio but also the performance
of transonic stages in a multistage compressor.

SYMBOLS

The following synibolsare used in this report:
g
m A

a

b

cL,i

D’

i

M

M!

n

P

m

R
●

r

I

T

rotor

local

blade

frontal area, sq ft

speed of sound, ft/sec

chord, in.

lift coefficient

design camber (theoretical CL of isolated airfoil)

specific heat of

specific heat of

diffusion factor

diffusion factor

acceleration due

air at

air at

across

across

to

dimensionless ratio
rotor tip speed,

incidence angle, deg

absolute Mach number

constant pressure, Btu/(lb)(OR)

constant volume, Btu/(lb)(%)

stator row

rotor row

gravity,

of axial

‘a/”t

32.174 ft/sec2

component of air velocity to

Mach number relative to rotating blades

polytropic exponent of compression

total or stagnation pressure, lb/sq ft

change in absolute pressure, lb/sq ft

velocity head V2/2g, ft

radius of circulsr-arc blade section, in.

radius of compressor, ft

total or stagnation temperature, OR
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maximum blade thiclmess, in.

velocity of rotor blade at tip, ft/sec

NACA RME53124

equivalent blade tip speed corrected to standard NACA sea-
level conditions, ft/sec

absolute air velocity, ft/sec

air velocity relative to rotating blades, ft/sec

equivalent weight flow corrected to standard NACA sea-level
conditions, lb/see

ratio of absolute tangential velocity to rotor tip speed

ratio of change in tangential velocity through stator to
rotor tip speed

ratio of change in tangential velocity through rotor to
rotor tip speed -.

ratio of blade speed at any radius to blade tip speed, or
radius ratio r/rt

angle between absolute

angle between relative

absolute

relative

ratio of

ratio of

turning angle

turning angle

“

—

—
.

gj
to

—

s

velocity vector

velocity vector

through stator,

and rotor axis, deg

and rotor axis, deg

deg

though rotor,deg .—

specific heats, ~/cv, 1.3947 —

total pressure to standard NACA sea-level pressure

deviation angle, deg .—
r-

adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency

ratio of total temperature to standsrd NACA sea-level tern-.
perature —

.

mass density of air, slugs/cu ft

blade-element solidity, chord/spacing h
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cember angle of circular-arc blade section (included angle
of mean line), deg

Subscripts:

a

e

h

n

s

●
Ss

T
k

t

ts

w

o

1,3,5,
. . . 15

2,4,6,
. . . 16

20

angle

axial

between blade chord and compressor axis, deg

direction

simple radial equilibrium

hfi

mean

any station

static or free-stresm conditions

subsonic stages

total or stagnation conditions

tip

transonic stages

straight-throughflow

compressor-inlet stagnation conditions, standard NACA sea-
level conditions

Ststations ahead of rotor of 1 , 2nd, 3rd, . . . 8th stages

stations ahead of stator of lst, 2nd, 3rd, . . . 8th stages

discharge measuring station

PRELIMINW?YDESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND LIMITATIONS

The original subsonic compressor was designed to produce as high an
. average stage pressure ratio as possible with good efficiency. In order

to obtain good efficiency, certain design limits were imposed. These

.
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design limits were a Mach number limit and blade-loading limits. The
multistage anslysis of reference 6 indicates that there is a certain
desirable stagewise distribution of axial velocity and relative inlet
air angle that will permtt the highest stage pressure”ratio without ex-
ceeding the prescribed Mach nuniberand bla~e-loadigg limits. The method
of reference 6 was therefore used”to determine the-stagewise distribution
of tip axial velocity, tip relative inlet air angle, and stage total-
pressure ratio.

.-

The stisonic design used a Mach nuuiberltiit of 0.8 on the basis of
the results of references 2 and 3. Above a Mach number of 0.8 the tofal-
pressure loss coefficient for 65-series blb%rerblade sections, with a
thickness from 6 to 10 percent of chord, increases sharply with Mach
number.

The blade-loading limits were those used in the analysis of refer-
ence 6, that is, UCL, llPs/~, and &{. The method of applying these -

limits and the numerical values used are given in the section “Stagewise
distribution of design variables.” ..

-

Recently, a more satisfactory limiting-blade-loadingparameter ~s
been developed (ref. 8). This derived limiting diffusion factor com-
prises a term involving the velocity ratio across the blade and a-term
proportional to the cticulation about the &ment, and-is given by ‘---

.,=(AA+23 .-
Llu vn

and

() ‘n+2
D= l-—

‘n+l +

For a given inlet air angle, ~a,~ is proportional to the first

term, and UCL and @‘ are functions of the second term of the diffu-

sion factor. Reference 8 gives a correlation between this cliffusion
factor and UCL and Aj3’ for 65-series cascade and single-stage com-
pressor data. Although this limiting-blade-loadingparameter was not-
used in this design, the numerical value of the ciiffusion factor for =
hub, mean, and tip radii of each blade row is presented in table II for
the reader’s information.
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. DESIGN ~ SUBSONIC STAGES

Inlet stage. - Even though it was later disc=ded, the original
stisonic inlet stage design will be discussed briefly, because its char-
acteristics affect the final design. The mibsonic inlet design deter-
mined the equivalent weight flow and equivalent tip speed of the latter
stages, which had to be maintained when the inlet stages were redesigned
to transonic stages. The stisonic inlet stage design also set the start-

g ing point for determining the stagewise distribution of stage pressure
a) ratio, tip dimensionless axfal velocity, and tip relative inlet air angle

(see fig. 1) andhence affected the latter stages.

The subsonic inlet stage design was very s~lar to that chosen for
the multistage analysis of reference 6 with slight modifications due to
the higher hti-tip ratio (0.55) of this compressor. The sribsonic-inlet-
stsge design total-pressure ratio was 1.189 with an equivalent weight
flow of 26.5 pounds per square foot of rotor frontal area at an equiva-
lent tip speed of 1.120feet per second. The tip relative inlet air
angle was set at 600 and the resulting tip dimensionless axial velocity

. ht -S 0.3855.

Stagewise distribution of design variables. - The stagewise distri-
bution of tip dimensionless axial velocity ~, relative rotor-tip inlet

air angle 13& and stage total-pressure ratio were determined by methods

similar to those used in reference 6. Reference 6 indicates that there
is a certain desirable stagewise distributtin of axial velocity which
will permit a high stage pressure ratio without exceeding the design
lhits used. This distribution is a steadily increasing axial.velocity.
Because this distribution results in high discharge velocities and small
passage height, and because reference 6 indicates that some deviation
from the opttium distribution could be tolerated without a great sacri-
fice in stage pressure ratio, the present design maintained the tip sxial
Mach zumiberentering each rotor row approximately constant. By use of
the method of reference 6, the tip axial velocities at a midstage, where
the over-all.total-pressure ratio equals 3, and at a latter stage, where
the over-all total-pressure ratio is 9, were calculated so that the tip
axial Mach nuuiberswere approximately constant. Total temperatures were
used in this calculation because the static temperatures cannot be de-
termined, since the velocities are not known at these stations. This re-
sults in a somewhat higher axial velocity than would be obtained if
static temperatures were used. With the use of these tip axial veloci-
ties, a given set of design limits, and the curves of reference 6, the
relative tip inlet air angles and stage total-pressure ratio were deter-
mined. The limits used were uCL~ 1.2; ~s/~j 1.6; and A$~, 22° for the.
midstage; and ~CLj 1.0; @s/c&, 1.6; and~~,

The inlet-, midstage, smd latter-stage values

20° for the latter stage.

of tip dimensionless axial
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velocity, stage total-pressure ratio, and tip relative inlet air angle
were plotted on semilog coordinates and smooth curves were faired (fig. w

1). With the use of this stage total-pressure ratio distribution, the
over-all total-pressure ratio entering each succeeding stage was calcu-
lated, and the values of ht and ~~ entering each stage and the total-

pressure ratio for each stage dere determined from the faired curves. .-

The discharge axial velocities thus determined were believed to be too
high for efficient use in set-engine application, and it was decided to
limit the dimensionless tip axial velocity katio of the last three stages
to 0.50. The values of ht, ~& and the stage pressure ratio used for

3
S1

the stisonic design are given in table I. .
,- -—

Efficiency assumption. - It is necessary to assume efficiencies for “’—
each stage in order to determine the energy addition necessary for the
desired stage total-pressure ratio. These assumed efficiencies are given
in table I. The efficiencies assumed for the first two subsonic stages
were somewhat lower than the middle stages because inlet stages with low
hub-tip ratios usually have low efficienciesbecause of high rotor-tip
diffusion and low solidifies. The efficiencies of the exit stages were
also assumed som&what lower than the middle stages because the boundary *

layer and the tip clearance were believed%o be a greater percentage of
the passage height, and both of these factors tend to increase the losses
in the latter stages and decrease the efficiency.

“.

Velocity diagrams. - With the desired values of tip dimensionless% - ‘~ “:=’”
axial velocity, tip relative inlet air angle, stage total-pressure ratio,
and an assumed stage efficiency known for each stage, it is possible to
determine the velocity diagram at any radius if the radial vsriation of
tangential velocity entering a rotor, the change in tangential velocity
through the rotor, and the radial variation of axial velocity are assumed.
The tangential velocity enter- any rotor row was ass-d to vary df-
rectly with radius, and the change through the rotor varied inversely
with radius. The variation of the axial velocity entering any rotor row - -
was calculated by assuming the existence.of simple radial equilibrium
(no radial flow or radial entropy gradient) and constant total enthalpy
along the radius. The variation of the axial velocity entering any sta-
tionary row was assumed to be the average between that reqyired for
simple radial equilibrium and that requ~ed for straight-throughflow
(straight-throughflow, as used herein, is defined as no change in the
radial distribution of the axial velocity entering and leaving a blade
row). Single-stage data available at the time the desi~was m-tieindi- ‘- -
cated that this type of axial-velocity distribution is obtained after a
rotor row (ref. 9, fig. 7). More recent investigations indicate that
nonisentropic simple radial equilibrium; which considers the radial var-
iation of entropy, is very nesrly obtained after a rotor-blade row. ●

With these assumptions and the values given in table 1, the corqpo-
nents of the velocity diagram can be ca-lculatedat any radius.

.
Details
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of these calculations me given in the section Design Calculation Method.
The components of the velocity dia$gmuusentering and leaving a blade row
were calculated at the same radius. This calculation assumes that the
flow is along cylindrical surfaces across a blade row. The tangential
velocity component leaving the last-stage stators was removed by a row
of exit guide vanes in order to have axial discharge from the compressor.

Flow-passage geometry. - After the radisl variation of the velocity
diagrams is determined, the hub proffie is determined. The hti radius
entering each blade row can be determined from continuity and the flow
conditions at that station. It is then necessary to fix the axial length
of the blade rows and the clearance between them in order to determine
the W profile. The casing of the compressor of reference 4 was used,
and hence the axial spacing of the stator blades was fixed, which in turn
determined the axial spacing of the rotor-blade rows because the clear-
ance between blade rows could not be altered appreciably. The resulting
hub profile was slightly wqy, and a smooth curve was faired for the hub
profile. The faired huh contour deviated only very slightly from the
calculated points, and this procedure was believed justified because
the boundary-layer allowance was not known to a hfgh degree of accuracy.

Boundary-layer allowance. - The hub-contour determination described
in the preceding section did not make any allowance for boundary layer
along the passage walls. In order to mske some allowance for boundary
layer, the passage height was increasedby decreasing the hub radii by
an smount eqyal to the estimated displacement thickness of the conibined
outer- and inner+ml.1 boundary layers. Very little information could
be obtained on the probable thickness of the boundary layers. Based on
the best available information, the stagewise distribution of boundary-
layer thickness shown in figure 2 was assumed. This distribution assumed
a zero thickness at the inlet to the first rotor, a linearly increasing
thickness through the fourth stage, and a constant thickness for the re-
maining stages. More re~ent data indicate that this boundary-layer allow-
ance may have been excessive in the latter stages, which would result in
the latter stages being excessively loaded and their design-speed opera-
tion being nearer stall than was intended in the design. A sketch of
the flow passage and blading is given in figure 3.

DESIGN (3!’TRANSONIC STAGES

When the performance of the transonic compressor of reference 7 be-
came known, it appeared highly desirable to incorporate transonic inlet
stages into this multistage design. A completely new design with tran-
sonic inlet stages would have been more destiable, but this was not feas-
ible because fabrication of the subsonic design had already begun and it
was necessary to keep all changes, both aerodynamic and mechanical, to a
minimum. The first two stages were therefore redesigned and the other
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stages remained unchanged. In order to do this the first two stages
were so designed that both the magnitude and the radial distribution of “

flow angles and equivalent velocities “V/@ leaving the second transonic
stage were identical with those of the subsonic design. These conditions
placed some restrictions on the design of the two transonic stages. .-

In order to keep the flow velocities entering the third stage iden-
tical with those of the original subsonic design, the same equivalent
weight flow W@/5 and equivalent tip spe-ed Ut/@ were maintained at

the entrance to the third stage. Because the pressure ratio and temper-
ature ratio across the transonic stages a$e higher than the original sub-
sonic stages, it was possible to increase the entrance weight flow and
necessary to increase the design tip speed. In order to obtain equiva-
lent velocities entering the third stage it was necessary that

%$(=1;.ss(%)
Ss

then

wts .WSS(R)86(-).S

= WS6

—-

Hence, in order to maximize the weight flow, it would be desirable to
obtain as high a pressure ratio across ‘thetransonic stages as possible.
However, for a given entrance annulus fiea, increasing the weight flow
increases the axial Mach nuniber;and f& a rotor with axial inletl the
relative Mach nuniberis also increased. These””reiationsare gtveuby
the following equations:

. .

-.
.- -—
—.

n-!-l
--- _-

F

() [

‘5 PI
3r(r~- r~)l PO

1

al 1
~= ~ %,1 a. ~

ts
(G)

T5 To
.. ts Ws$

Ps Po 66 ●

.
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%,ts =

where the superscript
compression.

For given values

ratio, tip speed, and

i function of the axial
N

Ut,ss

1

(T~/To)~s
1

(T5/To);s
1

r ()1
Ut 2 z

M’ ~2
l,t ‘~a,l,t ~

ts

n represents the polytropic exponent of

of ~6s ~

()
~‘rt}rhy and n, the pressure

Ss
relative tip Mach nunibercan be determined as a

Mach nuriber. The term Wss m

()m ~s
was fixed

4 by the original subsonic design, the tip radius was fixed by the casing
w of the compressor of reference 4 at 10 inches, and the hub radius

—

entering the first rotor could not be reduced below 4.8 inches because
of the existing inlet bearing support geometry. With these values and
an assumed polytropic efficiency of 0.88 for the transonic stages and
with the relative Mach nwiber entering the first rotor at the tip
limited to 1.20, the following design values were obtained for the
transonic stages:

Axial Mach number entering first rotor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.534
Total-pressure ratio across transonic stages . . . . . . . . . . . 1.888
Equivalentweightflow,lb/sec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
Equivalent weight flow per unit rotor fYontal area,

(lb/see)/sqft,., . . ... ... . . ... . . ... . . . . . . . . . . 29.8
Equivalent tip speed, ft/sec ... .,. . . . . .,..,. . . . . . . . . 1168

.

.

data

each
from

The Nkch nmber limit of 1.20 was based on single-transonic-stage
available at that time.

The total-pressure ratio was divided between the two stages with
having a total-pressure”ratioof 1.374. Constant energy addition
hub to tip was used in the transonic stages because the subsonic

stages were designed for no radial energy gradient, and it would be im-
possible to match the design flow entering the stisonic third stage if
the first two stages were designed for a radial energy gradient. In
order to match the design flow angles entering the third stage, it was
necesssry for the first two stator rows to change the tangential velocity
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added by the first
third stage of the
stage was designed
at the exit of the

@!mm?zmmrY!m NACA R.ME53124
,

two rotorB to that required at the entrance of the
subsonic design.

.—
The stator of the first transonic

to produce a constant tangential velocity radially
—

first stage. This reduced the amount of change in
tangential velocity necessary ‘inthe second stator at the hub, as well
as reducing the relative Mach numiberentering the second rotor. The
second stator row then changed the tangential velocity after the second
rotor to that required by the mibsonic design at the entrance to the
third stage. The radial variation of axial velocity after each blade
row of the transonic stages was calculated from simple radial equilibrium al

and constant total enthalpy along the radius. The velocity diagram at g

hub, mean, and tip for the transonic stages sre given in figure 4 and
the design values for all stages in table II.

MECHANICAL CONSIDERATIO?S -

In this compressor design it was desired to use as gmmy of the exist-
ing parts of the compressor of reference 4 as possible without compromis-
ing the design, especially the inlet and outlet parts which house the
bearing assemblies and the outer casing.

..-.
The use of the outer casing

made it impossible to increase appreciably the solidity of the stisonic
—

stator blades because the nwiber of blades and the axial space available F
were fixed. The solidity of these stator blades is somewhat lower than
would be desirable for highly loaded stages. The existi~ rotor of the
compressor of reference 4 could not be used because the hub contour was
unsuitable for this design, and the number of blade slots and hence the
solidity of the rotor rows were too low for highly loaded stages. —

A nuniberof changes was necessitated by incorporating the transonic
inlet stages into the design. The hub-tip ratio at the entrance to the
first stage was decreased from 0.55 to 0.48 in order to utilize the high
pressure ratio obtainable with the transonic stages and still match the
equivalent flow entering the first stisonic stage and not exceed the
limiting relative Mach number at the tip of-the first rotor.

The transonic stages were believed to require larger blade chords
than the subsonic stages and hence it was necessary to alter the orig-
inal axial location of the subsonic blade rows in order to obtain the
necessary axial space for the transonic stages. More recent data indi-

.

cate that good performance can be obtained with lower solidifies. How-
ever, because the transonic stages were desi~ed for a higher pressme__
ratio than the stisonic stages which they replaced, the over-all press~e
ratio remained approximately the same for the eight stages as it was for
the original nine subsonic stages. The ~eater mass flow of the transon- .
ic design and a desire not to increase the exit velocities at station 20

.
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(fig. 3) necessitated increasing the exit-flow area. This was done by
inc&sing the outer radius dofistresm of the exit

DESIGN CKLCULNTICINMETHOD

Subsonic design. - The design of the sfisonic
the analysis of reference 6 and was carried out by

guide vanes.

stages was based on
selecting a stagewise

g
distribution entering each rotor of tip dimensionless axial-velocity

m ratio ~, tip relative inlet air angle B+, stage total-pressure ratio,

and stage polytropic efficiency. These values are given in table I.
The tip speed and weight flow are set by the first stage. With the tip
inlet air angle, tip axial velocity, and over-all pressure and temper-
ature ratio entering any stage known, the velocity diagram and the pas-
sage height at the entrance to each stage can be,calculated by the fol-
lowing equations. (The stiscript n indicates any sxial station entering
a rotor, n + 1 is entering the following stator, and n + 2 is leaving
the stators.) The tangential velocity at the tip entering any rotor can
be determined by the equation

%l,t = 1.0- ~,t tan ~,t

and at any radius by

% = X&t%

since wheel-type fluw is specified leaving
velocity ratio at any radius is given by

each stator row. The axial-

1-=

which assumes simple radial equilibrium. The ratio of static to total
density at any radius is

1
Ps

()[

U2
y-l t 1-——

~n=l 2 a~~ 1-,(#+@‘-1
The total temperature entering any stage canbe determined from the
scheduled stage total-pressure
The weight-flow equation is

ratios and assmued stage efficiencies.

rl.o
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The ~~ue of ~/pO at any station n can be found from

st~e mressure ratios and efficiencies. AU terms inside

NACARM E53124

the scheduled

the integral
can-be-calculatedfor various values of Z and the integral eval~ted.
The lower limit ~ is then adjusted until the correct value of weight...
flow is obtained. This procedure determines the.h~ radius, uncorrected
for boundary layer, entering each rotor row. The axial and tangential
velocity components and wheel speed entering any rotor can be determined
from the preceding equations and hence both absolute and relative flaw
velocities, flow angles, aud Mach nuniberscan be determined.

The calculations of the flow leaving a rotor row are done in a sim-
ilar manner except for the radial distribut~on of axial velocity. For
this design the radial variation of axial v-elocitytiter subsonic rotor
rows was assumed to be the average of that required for simple rsdial
equilibrium and that for straight-throughflow. Because the axial veloc-
ity increased across a stage, the radial variation of axial velocity for
straight-throughflow was assumed to be the average of that entering a
rotor row and that leaving the next stator row.

row
for

The dimensionless change in tangential velocity Y’ across a rotor
was calculated from the scheduled total-pressure ratio and efficiency
each stage according to the following equation:

y+=[(%i%(t’y
where the superscript n represents the polytropic exponent of
compression. The variation of Y’ with radius is

Y’ = Y#z

The tangential velocity leaving a rotor row is

Xn+l = Xn +Y’

The axial velocity after a rotor row at any radius for straight-through
flow is .

hn + hn+2
h
n+l,W = 2

.
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The sxial-velocity variation
row is

The design

for simple radial

15

equilibrium after a rotor

1

axial-velocity variation titer a rotor row at any radius is

%+1 . %+l,e + %+l,W
2

The ratio of static to total density is

u

and the weight-fluw equation is

1

w = 2TLr&3PJq/Po)n+$Jt
J

1“ 0 (PJ@)*+~%+l%+l

‘h,n+l

‘n+l

The value of the lower limit of the integral. Zh,n+l is adjusted to
give the
row.

The

with the
wavy hti
a smooth

correct weight flow, thus determining the hub radius after each

values of Zh determined by the preceding procedure plotted

axial spacing requiredby existing parts resulted in a slightly
profile, and the actual hub profile used was obtainedby fairing
curve through the calculated points.

Transonic stages. - The velocity-diagram calculation for the tran-
sonic stages was made in the same manner with the folloting exceptions:

(1) The radial variation of axial velocity titer each blade row
was assumed to be that required for simple radial equilibrium.

(2) Flow conditions entering and leaving a blade row were calculated
along an assumed streamline, rather than at a constant radius, because*
of the lsrge changes in hti radii of these stages. The streamlines were
assumed to pass through the area centers of five equal-area increments

. at each station.
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(3) The hub radius at each station was adjusted to produce a smooth
huh profile by a trial-and-error adjustment of the axial velocities at

.

each station.

(4) The tangential
wheel type.

(5) In calculating

velocity component leaving the stators was not —
—

the energy addition.throughthe rotors, the change
in radii of the flow a&oss the %or was taken into account and hence -
the change in tangential velocity is not a vortex as was assumed in the

.- *. -.

$
subsonic stages. m

BLADE SELECTION

Transonic blades. - The blade sections used for the transonic rotor
bkdes were composed of circu2ar-arc pressure and suction surfaces and___
had a circular-arcmean line. These sections were specified along an
assumed streamline across the blade row. The circular-arc mean-line cam-
ber angle was obtained from the velocity-diagram entering and leaving
flow angles, an assumed incidence angle, and a deviation-angle rule.
Around this mean line were placed two circular-arc surfaces to produce -
the desired thickness at the center and the desired leading- and trailing-
edge thickness. A sketch of a typical blade section is shown in figure
5. An assumed incidence angle of 4° was used for all blade sections.
Recent single-stage data indicate that this incidence angle maybe too
low at the tip for the high tip Mach nunfberemployed. These data indi-
cate that the incidence angle for minimum drag increases with increasing .
Mach number, and the drag increases rapidly as the incidence angle is
decreased. The deviation-anglerule used, obtained from preliminary
single-transonic-stagedata, was

?5°= o.475c3fo

Hence, from the geometry of the blade section

~’m’ -i+b”

or

Q = (43’ - i)/(1 - 0.475/0)

The solidity is obtained from a selected chord and the nuuiberof blades.
It was believed desirable to obtain a high solidity in transonic rotors
(ref. 7), and a solidity of approximately 1.2 at the tip and 1.88 at the
hub was used for the first rotor. The high tip solidity necessitated a
larger chord at the tip than at the huh.

—
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When the included angle of the mean line is determined, together
with the maxtium thickness and the leading- and trailing-edge radii, the
blade profile canbe calculated from the circular-arc geometry of the
blade section. Also, from the inlet flow angle and selected incidence
angle, the angle setting of the blade section with respect to the com-
pressor axis V canbe determined.

Blade-section profiles were thus determined along five mridional
streamline surfaces of revolution. These streamlines were assumed to
pass through area centers of equal-area increments. The five sections
were then stacked about a radial line passing through the approximate
center of gravity of each section, and smooth surfaces were faired be-
tween sections. In order to fabricate the blade, the blade-section
coordinates had to be obtained in a plane perpendicular to the radial
stacking line. This was done by laying out the stacked sections to a
large scale and determining the profile coordinates in a ~lane perpen-
dicular to the stacking line by graphical methods.

The maximum blade thickness of the first rotor was varied from 9.5
percent of chord at the hub to 5 percent at the tip in an approximate
parabolic distribution in order to reduce the blade stresses at the root.
A leading- and trailing-edge radius of 0.020 inch was used for all sec-
tions. Additional blade data are given in table III.

The stator blades for the transonic stages used 65-series blower
blade sections since all Mach numbers entering these stators were below
0.80 and these blade sections are known to perform well below the force-
break Mach number. The blade sections were chosen in the same manner as
the other stisonic blade sections.

Subsonic blades. - NACA 65-series blower blade sections were used
for all stisonic blading because extensive and reliable cascade data were
available for these sections and they are known to give good performance
below force-break Mach nunibers. The design blade caniberand angle of
attack for the various sections were determined from the cascade data of
reference 10 for the design effective turning angle, the effective inlet
air angle, and the solidity. The values of inlet air angle and turning
angle given in table II for the stisonic stages are “effective angles!’
(fig. 3(b) of ref. 4) based on the average axial velocity across a blade
row. The angles given for the transonic stages are actual angles. The
blade sections for all the blade rows except the sixth, seventh, and
eighth stator and exit vanes were chosen from the design charts of ref-
erence 10 (fig. Ill_). This choice resulted in variable camber blades,
from huh to tip, set to operate at the cascade design point. In the case
of the sixth, seventh, and eighth stator and exit vanes, the design-
point cambers varied so little from hfi to tip that a constant csmber
blade was used; the mean-radius design-point ember was used over the
blade height. The angle of attack for the radii other than the mean was
then adjusted to give the design turning angle.
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No attempt was made to select csmiberand angle of attack off the
cascade design point in order to favor part-speed performance because it
was believed that this procedure would probably have an adverse effect
upon the design-speed performance, and it would not be possible to deter-
mine how much the part-speed performance was improved because no compar-
ative data would be available. The rotor blades were of constant chord
length and the thickness varied fromhti to tip (table ITI). The rotor
blades were made thinner at the tiy because it has been shown (ref. 1)
that thin blades have high force-break Mach’nunibersand lower drag, and
the taper in thickness also reduces the centrifugal stress in the blades.
The number of blades in each blade row was determined from the destied
solidity and the selected chord. The chords of the rotor blades were
determined from the limiting space between stator rows which was fixed
by the use of the existing casing.

The number of blades in each blade rowj and hence the solidity, was
chosen to obtain a good operating range without undue losses. For a
given design turning angle and inlet air angle, with 65-series blades,
the camber necessary decreases with increasing solidity (ref. 10, fig.
109)● This decrease becomes less pronounced at very high solidifies.
The low drag operating range also increaseswith decreasing camber (ref.
10, fig. 86) and hence, from a range standpoint, it is desirable to main-
tain high solidifies. However, the total losses across a blade row wiii
increase directly with the number of blades, and hence solidity, for
fixed chord blades. A ~udicious selection of the nuniberof blades and
solidity is necessary in order not to penalize either the operating -
range or the efficiency.

In selecting the blade-section csnibersand angles of attack, an in-
terpolation was made for inlet air angle directly from the design charts,
and.an interpolation for solidity was made by using the design charts
for three different solidifies and cross-plotting these values to deter-
mine the camber and angle of attack at the chosen solidity. This pro-
cedure was also used for the variable csmber.stator blades. All subsonic
blade sections were chosen on a “straight-through”basis; that is, the
turning angle was the difference between the inlet and the outlet air
angle at the same radius. The caiber of such a blade section along a
streamline will be somewhat lower thaa that ~ a constant-radius section,
but the design turning along a streamline is also lower so that little
error is involved in using the straight-throughmethod.

The stator blades were made 6-percent thick at all radii because the
thinner blade sections have higher critical Mach numbers and lower drag
than the 10-percent-thickblades, and the added strength of the thicker
blades is not needed because no centrifugal stresses are involved.

.
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SUMMARY CIFDESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

19

The various design characteristics determined in the design proce-
dure sre as follows (values given are for standard sea-level inlet condi-
tions):

over-- total-pressure ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.26
Average stage total-pressure ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.338
Weight flow, lb/see . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...65
Weight flow per unit rotor frontal area, (1.b/see)/sqft . . . . . . 29.8
Tipspeed, ft/sec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..U68
Tipspeed, ram...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...13.380
Over-all adiabatic efficiency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.862

Values of total and tip static-pressure ratio per stage are plotted in
figure 6. The ratio of tip static pressure to total pressure at the com-
pressor inlet at each station is shown in figure 7(a); total-pressure
ratios are given in figure 7(b).

Dimensionless axial velocity h and axial Kch number at the mean
: radius at each station are shown in figure 8. The distribution of

: dimensionless axial velocity across the annulus entering each blade row
a is shown in figure 9. Figure 9(a) represents the dimensionless axial
$ velocity at the entrance to each rotor row and figure 9(b), at the en-

~ trance to each stator row.

A S~ y of the velocity-diagrsm data is given in table II for both
the rotor and stator rows for five equally spaced radial stations at the
rotor and stator entrance. Values of the diffusion factors (D or D’)
are listed for tip, mean, and hub radii.

As u?mw,ryof t~e blade design data is given in table III; the number
of blades, blade chord, ,solidity,camber, maximum thickness, and section
setting angle are listed for vertous radii.

OVER-ALL TEST RESULTS

The compressor was tested in accordance with the standard procedure
of reference 11. Performance characteristics determined experimentally
are presented in figure 10. The experimentally determined performance
shown in figure 10 is discussed in detail in reference 12.

.

.

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory

Cleveland, Ohio, September 30, 1953
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TABLE I. - DESIGN DATA

Stage Stage Tip dimen- Tip rel.a- Assumed
total- sionless tive inlet stage

pressure axial- air angle polytropic
ratio velocity entering efficiency

ratio stage
entering
stage I

Subsonic stages

1 1.189 0.3855 60.00 0.81
2 1.251 .4015 59.00 .86
3 1.291 .4178 58.00 .91
4 1.322 .4360 57.01 .91
5 1.343 .4570 56.03 .91
6 1.349 .4815- 55.08 .91
7 1.340 .5000 54.16 .91
8 1.312 .5000 53.30 .88
9 1.278 .5000 52.50 .85

Transonic stages

1 1.374 0.4963 63.61 0.88
2 1.374 .4936 59.84 .88
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.TAELE11. - VECTOR-DIAGRAM

(a)Rotor.

DATA

kia
3ta-
tion

stag
Change tbroug
blade rowEntrance

y, I h V1/Ut M’ ~’xz

3.2462
.2696
.3012
.3474
.4274

0.4963 1.116 1.201 63.61
.49631.002 1.078 61.ld
.4963 .8912 .959 57.68
.4963 .7867 .846552.65
.4963 .6905 .743 44.05

1

2

3

1

3

1.Oooc
.87(X
.740C
.6100
.480C

o
0
0
0
0

-0.0169 6.07
-.0169 7.7s
-.0169 10.57
-.0169 15.65
-.0169 26.09

0.285
-----

.371
-----
.433

3.2728 0.4936 0.9824 1.0036 59.84
.2973 .4960 .9008 .920856.68
.3261 .4986 .8228 .840952.65
.3602 .5015 .7492 .765648.02
.4067 .5049 .6830 .698442.32

3.23520.41780.78840.761058.75
.2556 .4564 .7659 .740453.62
.2s00 .4891 .7447 .720848.71
.3095 .5170 .7249 .702643.89
.3459 .5410 .7067 .683639.14

1.Oooc
.9026
.8052
.7073
.6103

1 ●Oooc
.920C
.840C
.7600
.680C

0.1505
.1505
●1505
.1505
.1505

0.3314
.3049
.27Ei4
.2519
.2254 +

-0.0047 10.13
-.OIJ.O12.82
-.0192 16.S
-.0308 21.82
-.0484 31.2E

-0.0242 11.86
-.0112 15.2C
.0001 18.98
.0112 I-8.98
.0225 28.12

0.330
-----

.396
-----
.449

5 0.414
-----

.398
-----

.347

3.2794
.2991
.3217
.348C
.379C

).3226
.3409
.3613
.3844
.4106

0.4360 0.8008 0.7428 57.57
.4664 .7819 .7255 53.44
●4930 .7638 .7095 49.50
.5164 .7467 .6943 45.62
.5371 .7305 .6803 41 ●50

0.4570 0.8179 0.7255 56.37
.4800 .8016 .71L2 53.18
.5CX38 .7859 .6978 50.06
.5197 .7706 ,6850 46.49
.5367 .7564 .6731 43.92

0.4815 C.84SL 0.7SU 55.35
.4980 .8269 .6993 52.96
.5134 .8130 .6881 50.58
.5276 .7994 .6770 48.21
.5407 .7865 .6663 45.87

4 7 1.000C
,9343
.8686
.8029
.7372

1.0000
.9464
.8928
.8392
.7856

0.3283
.3068
.2852
.2636
.2421

0.3217
.3045
.2872
.2700
.2527 +

-0.0186 14.98
-00070 18.2C
.0030 21.79
.0131 25.70
.0234 29.78

-0.0XL7 18.22
-.0024 21.12
.0062 24.34
.0141 27.33
.0230 31.46

0.443
-----

.422
-----

.380
.——

0.470
-----

.454
-----

.419

5 9

6

7

8

U 1.0000
.9570
.9140
.8710
.8280

0.3103
.2970
.2836
.2703
.2569

).3598
.3759
.3936
.4130
.4345

-0.0098 20.66
-.0023 23.26
.0047 26.02
.01.1928.94
.0186 32.02

0.506
-----
.490

-----
.465

13 1.0000
.9650
● 9300
.8950
.8600

1.0000
.9712
.9424
.9X56

.8848

0.2860
.2759
.2659
.2559
.2459

0.2860
.2777
.2695
.2612
.2530

).3850 0.5000 0.8717 0.7029 55.36
.3989 .512J .8580 .6920 53.57
.4139 .5216 .8445 .6815 51.77
.4301 .532.!5.8312 .6710 49.97
.4476 .5409 .8184 .6609 48.63

).4022 o.50Q0 0.8717 0.6717 55.29
,4142 .5092 .8603 .6631 53.81
.4268 .5180 .8492 .6547 52.34
●4403 .5263 .8382 .6465 50.85
.4546 .5343 .8275 .6384 49 ●34 +

-0.0132 21.66
-.0069 23.86
-.0005 26.22
.0058 28.70
.o1.1531.77

-0.0109 23.06
-.0049 24.97
.0006 26.99
.0065 29.05
●0122 31.26

0.523
-----

.515
-----

.499

0.542
-----

.533
-----
.521

15
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TABLE II. - Concluded.VECTCR-DIAGRAMDATA

(b)Stator.

Stage Axial Entrance Changethrougl

sta- bledeTOW

tion z x Y h v/ut M P & @

+

1 2

2 4

I
3 6

4 8

5

6

7

8

10

Loom 0.2462 0.0957 0.4794
.9133 .2696 .1191 ● 4794
.8174 .3012 .1507 .4794
.7087 .3474 .1969 ,4794
.5761 .4274 .2769 .4794

1.00000.4233 0.0919 0.4889
.9136 .4473 .1422 .4850
.8273 .4762 .1980 .4784
.7409 .51.17 .2595 .4707
.6545 .5572 .3318 .4565

1.0000 0.5666 0.2383 0.3936
.9273 .5609 .2564 .4452
.8546 ● 5584 .2778 .4892
.7819 .5599 .3032 .5282
.7082 .5666 .3337 .5635

loom 0.6077 0.2860 0.4174
.9405 .6059 .3033 .4594
.8810 .6065 .3231 .4960
.8215 .6098 .3455 .5295
.7620 .6169 .3717 .5605

0.5390 0.5520 27.18
●5501 .5641 29.35
.5663 .5817 32.14
.5921 .6103 35.93
.6423 .6663 41.71

0.6467 0.6351 40.89
.6600 .6488 42.63
.6758 .6660 44.83
.6948 .6870 47.37
.7203 .7143 50.67 +

0.0142 10.22
.0166 12.45
.0192 15.32
.022119 .20
.0255 25.1.l

-0.0711 2.47
-.0286 8.92
.0097 15.18
.0463 21.38
.0845 28.05

0.6899 0.6522 53.79
.7191 .6823 50.81
.7477 .7122 48.52
.7774 .7434 46.80
.8082 .7763 45.63

0.0424 15.43
.0212 17.15
.0038 ls.91

-.OSL8 20.78
-.0264 22.84

0.7372 0.6688 54.27
.7629 .6942 52.15
.7881 .7194 50.87
.8140 .7457 49.14
.8413 .7736 48.17

0.0396 17.92
.0206 19.43
.00’4821.35

-.0098 22.53
-.0238 24.23

1.0030 0.6443 o*3340 0.4453 0.7832 0.6796 54.28 0.0362 20.47
.9520 .64A7 .3493 .4776 .8045 .6997 52.85 ● 0204 21..7C
.9040 .6476 .3671 .5070 .8264 .7208 51.68 .0064 22.96
.8560 .6523 .3867 .5338 .8487 .7423 50.74 -.0062 24.25
.8080 .6592 .4085 .5597 .8715 .7645 50.00 -.0190 25.62

12 1.0000 0.6701 0.3841 0.4717 0.8195 0.6785 54.05 0.0283 23.57
.9613 .6725 .3976 .4957 .8370 .6945 53.15 .0154 24.54
.9226 .6762 .4124 .5181 .8548 .7107 52.39 .0035 25.53
.8839 ;6813 .4285 .5395 .8733 .7276 51.75 -.0080 26.55
.8452 .6880 .4463 ● 5593 .8916 .7446 51.26 -.0184 27.61

14 1.0000 0.6710 0.3850 0.4868 0.8290 0.6540 53.67 0.0132 23.58
.9684 .6744 .3975 .5042 .8431 .6660 53.27 .0050 24.63
.9368 .6788 .4109 .5211 .8580 .6789 52.53 -.0031 25.29
.9052 .6843. .4253 .5373 .8730 .6919 52.08 -.Olio 26.18
.8736 .6905 .4407 .5524 .8881 .7050 51.72 -,0181 27.09

16 1.0000 0.6882 0.4022 0.4892 0.8443 0.6363 54.30 0.010s 24.27
.9732 .6916 .4123 .5043 .8566 .6463 53.79 .0038 25.W
.9464 .6956 .4250 .5188 .8690 .6564 53.34 -.0030 25.75
.9244 .7004 .4374 .5328 .8a19 .6670 52.95 -.0096 26.50
.8992 .7058 .4505 .5465 .8954 .6782 52.62 -.0161 27.29

D

o.152
-----
.209

-----
.329

0.247
-----
.289

-----
.314

0.179
-----

.259
-----
.340

0.304
-----

.358
-----

.414

0.384
-----

.421
-----
.460

0.458
-----
.482

-----
.507

0.461
-----
.480

-----
.500

0.486
-----
.499

-----
.514
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TABLE III. - BIADE DESIGN DATA

(a) Rotor.

Stage Radius Nunibex
ratio, of
z blades

Blade
chord,
in.

Solidity Design Design
Csmber, camiber,

cL,i P)
deg

Thick-
ness,

percent
of
chord

Angle
setting

*>
deg

1 1.0000 20
.8990
.7840
.6500
.4800

3.766
3.675
3.528
3.291
3.015

1.186 ---- 2.09
1.280 ---- 4.85
1.396 ---- 9.19
1.549 ---- 17.06
1.864 ---- 33.75

5.0
5.4
5.9
7.1
9.5

5a.54
54.67
49.01
40.12
23.17

2 1.0000 23
.9233
.8398
.7465
.6318

3.50
3.385
3 ● 188
2.997
2.791

1.281 ---- 6.58
1.332 ---- 9.14
1.392 ---- 13 ●12
1.473 ---- 19.40
1.618 ---- 31.06

4.8
5.2
5.8
6.7
8.6

52.55
48,61
43.30
35.76
22.97

3 1.0000 41
.9200
.8400
.7600
.6800

1.46
1.46
1.46
1.46
1.46

0.953 0.82 -----
1.036 .94 -----
1.134 1.09”” -----
1.254 1.24 -----
1.401 1.39 -----

6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0

49.5
42.9
36.3
29.6
22.5

1.42
1.42
1.42

1,107 I 0.93 I ----- 6.0
8.0
10.0

46.6
35.6
23.8

4 1.0000 49
.8686
.7372

1.275 I 1.18. I -----1.5021.44 -----

1.37
1.37
1.37

1.156 1.10
1.294 1.33
1.471 1.58

-----
-----
-----

6.0
7.0
8.0

43.8
34.7
25.2

5 1.0000 53
.8928
.7856

6 1,0000 54
.9140
.8280

7 1.0000 55
.930Q
.8600

—

1.31
1.31
1.31

1.126 1.28
1.232 1.49
1.360 1.71

6.0
7.0
8.0

41.5
34.4
26.9

-----
-----
-----

1.28 1.120 1.35 -----
1.28 1.205 1.54 -----

1.28 1.303 1.73 -----

1.23 1.116 1.45 -----
1.23 1.184 1.62, -----
1.23 1.261 1.77 ----- +

6.0 41.0
7.0 35.3
8.0 29.4

6.0 40.2
7.0 35.3
8.0 30.5

8 1 ● 0000 57
.9424
.8848

c~ .....--.
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TABLE III. - Concluded. BLADE DESIGN DATA

(h) Stator.

stag< Radius
ratio,
z

Nuuibe~

of
blades

Blade
chord;
in.

Solidity )es ign
:amber,

cL,i

Thick-
ness,
percent
of
chord

Angle

setti~
$J

deg

27 0.58
.69
.83
.98

1.16

6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

20.0
21; 3
22.7
24.4
26.3

37.1
35.5
34.2
33.2
32.5

1 1.0000
.8941
.7881
.6821
.5761

1.900
1.900
1.900
1.900
1.900

0.817
.913

1.036
1.197
1.417

2

3

1.0000
.9136
.8273
.7409
.6545

1.0000
.9273
.8546
.7819
.7092

32

33

1.950
1.950
1.950
1.950
1.950

0.993
1.087
1.200
1.340
1.517

0.767
.827
.897
.981

1.081

0.34
.54
.76
.97

1.19

1.23
1.26
1.30
1.32
1.36

1.460
1.460
1.460
1.460
1.460

6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

43.0

39.3
36.1
33.6
31.5

4 1.0000
.8810
.7620

35 1.420
1,420
1.420

0.791
.898

1.038

1.41

1.46
1.51

6.0
6.0
6.0

42.0

36.9
33.1

5 1.0030
.9040
.8080

39 1.380
1.380
1.380

0.857
.948

1.060

1.58
1.58
1.58

6.0
6.0
6.0

41.9
37.0
32.7

6

7

8

1.0000
.9230
.8450

1.0000
.9370
.8740

43

46

1.32
1.32
1.32

0.903
.979

1.069

0.937
1.000
1.073

1.70
1.70
1.70

1.70
1.70
1.70

1.70
1.70
1.70

6.0
6.0
6.0

6.0
6.0
6.0

39.9
36.3
33.2

39.5
36.7
34.2

1.28
1.28
1.28

a

●

1.0000
.9460
.8930

49 1.23
1.23
1.23

0.959
1.014
1.074

6.0
6.0
6.0

39.5
37.1
34.8
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